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ways. For dynamic variations with time scales in the
order of hundreds of s to ms (such as temperature
variations or transistor aging), a reactive scheme where
any functional error is avoided is applicable. For
example, embedded temperature sensors can be used to
trigger changes in the clock frequency or changes in
the supply voltage, such that at low temperatures
(when transistor currents are higher) a faster clock (at
iso-VCC) or a lower supply (at iso-clock frequency) can
be employed [4]. For dynamic changes which occur in
time scales of ns to s, such reactive schemes are
impossible by design. Hence, an alternative scheme
can be employed where timing errors (in logic) or readwrite errors (in memory) are allowed to happen. Once
errors occur, they are detected, and the errant
instruction is replayed with proper care such that data
integrity is maintained. A combination of such
adaptive schemes (Fig. 1) result in the mitigation of a
major part of the design GB, resulting in higher energy
efficiency.
On a similar note, power management blocks in
microprocessors and systems on chip (SoCs) are
typically designed for the worst case conditions. As an
example embedded voltage regulators are mostly
designed to provide stability at the worst case load
conditions. Although it provides correct operation

I. Introduction
Variations, both static and dynamic in nature, impact
the
performance
and
power-efficiency
of
microprocessors and other digital integrated circuits.
While static process variations can often be mitigated
through binning or by post-silicon tuning, dynamic
variations change as a function of time and
environment and cannot be reduced by static tuning.
Examples of these types of dynamic variations include
power supply (VCC) droop, temperature change, and
device aging over time. The droop magnitude,
frequency and duration depend on the complex
interaction of capacitive and inductive parasitics at the
board, package, and die levels and change with the
workload and current demand [1-3]. VCC droops
contain high-frequency (i.e., fast changing) and lowfrequency (i.e., slow changing) components and occur
locally and/or globally across the die. Temperature
variations occur at a relatively slower time scale with
local hot spots on the die, depending on environmental
and workload conditions as well as the heat-removal
capability of the package. Further, transistor aging
slowly degrades the drive current over time as a
function of gate bias and temperature conditions.
Conventional designs build in VCC guardband (VCC
GB) at a target frequency to ensure correct
functionality even in the presence of worst-case
dynamic variations. In the digital core, this GB
accounts for the delay increase on critical paths when
dynamic variations occur and guarantees that timing
constraints are met even under worst-case conditions.
In the storage arrays (register files and caches) this GB
is added to the static minimum operating voltage
(VMIN) to obtain the resultant operating VMIN and
results in an increase of both leakage and dynamic
array power. The key design aspect of adaptive and
resilient designs is to remove a part of this GB, such
that logic timing and memory functionality can be met
at a lower VCC. This improves energy efficiency and
improves battery life; a key consideration in mobile
and handheld platforms. The mitigation of the design
GB can be achieved in two fundamentally different
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Fig. 1. Adaptation for error free operation in logic and memory
in response to slow changing environmental variables (like
temperature). Resiliency for error detection and correction in
response to voltage droops.
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trigger a dynamic voltage-frequency (DVF) block
which can be used to control the resultant frequency of
operation. It can be noted in Fig. 2b how an increase in
temperature can be used to reduce the clock frequency
such that an adaptive and dynamic design can be
realized.
Although slow changing variations can be mitigated by
adaptive and reactionary designs, fast-changing
variations such as voltage droop do not provide
sufficient time for the sensing, communication, and
adaptation to occur before the variation results in
circuit failure. Under nominal conditions, when worstcase variations are not present, there is sufficient time
for data to propagate down each critical path and be
latched into the receiving state element, and no error
occurs. However, under the presence of a dynamic
variation the critical path delay increases, resulting in
incorrect data latched into the receiving latch or flipflop. This condition must be detected by an errordetection circuit.
1) Error-Detection Sequential (EDS): The first
method for error detection involves replacing the
critical-path flip-flops with error-detection sequentials
(EDS). These circuits (Fig. 3) effectively doublesample the input data to the sequential – once on the
rising clock edge and again on the falling clock edge
[5-12]. If these two samples differ, data has arrived
late to the flip-flop and this is assumed to be a timing
error. The high phase of the clock therefore represents
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Fig. 2. (a) Embedded sensors allow close loop control of the
operating voltage and frequency in processors. (b) Measurements
illustrate dynamic frequency control in response to temperature
changes [4].

across a wide dynamic range, the resultant design is
less efficient across the entire range. Hence research
has started in earnest to provide design solutions in
embedded power management blocks, such that with
changing load currents, the loop dynamics in the
embedded voltage regulators can be adapted for more
consistent performance and higher energy efficiency
across a wide range of load currents. In this paper we
provide an overview of design ideas and solutions that
enable adaptation and resiliency in logic, memory and
power management blocks.
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II. Adaptation and Resiliency in Logic
There are two main approaches to reducing the impact
of guardbands for dynamic variations: error avoidance
and error correction. Error avoidance typically uses
sensors to monitor the variation source (dc voltage,
temperature, or aging) and a control circuit which
attempts to adapt the circuit by adjusting supply
voltage, body bias, or frequency. This technique works
well for slow-changing variations such as temperature
that also do not have significant spatial variation across
the die or the area under control. Such example designs
have been reported in [4]. Fig. 2a illustrates a typical
design where embedded sensors have been used to

Fig 3. Error-detection sequential (EDS). When mode=1, this circuit
functions as a standard flip-flop without error detection [11].
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Fig 4. Tunable replica circuit (TRC). Delay is tuned during test to
match the delay of a pipeline critical path [10, 11].
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scaling. The typical approach of sizing up the 8T RD
the “error-detection window” – the period of time in and WR ports to mitigate process variation has limited
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2) Tunable Replica Circuits (TRC): An alternate form
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III. Adaptation and Resiliency in Memory Arrays
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VMIN returns. The use of Tunable Replica Bits (TRBs) become strong and can inadvertently discharge the
can potentially reduce or eliminate a significant part of local BL, thereby causing a noise induced failure. The
the VCC GB in 8T SRAM arrays. The usage model for timing and noise-induced RD failures are OR-ed to
the TRB involves the following three steps:
obtain the RD Error signal. The tuning circuit for the
(a) Experimentally determining the nominal (i.e., timing and the noise failure monitors can be
static, under no dynamic variation) VMIN of the 8T individually calibrated. The tuning circuit comprises of
SRAM array for both RD and WR (VMINRD and two programmable stages: (1) a weak RD voltage
VMINWR),
generator (generated by a scan-programmable
(b) Separately calibrating a read TRB (TRBRD) circuit transistor-based voltage divider), and (2) a scanand a write TRB (TRBWR) circuit to fail once VCC programmable delay (which mimics the delay in the
falls below the static RD and WR VMIN, plus a small decoder circuits). A combination of these two design
TRB margin with the resultant voltages called VTRBRD elements ensure that both the timing and noise
and VTRBWR, respectively, as given by:
detectors produce successful RDs for VCC≥VTRBRD and
VTRBRD = VMINRD + TRB Margin for RD --------- [1a]
that one or both of the detectors fails below VTRBRD.
VTRBWR = VMINWR + TRB Margin for WR -------- [1b]
The TRBWR is designed on the principle of weak
The TRB margin arises from the ability to regulate the write in the array. It is designed using a low swing
TRB voltages using an embedded calibration circuit WRBL voltage that causes a successful WR only for
and the output resolution of such a circuit.
VCC≥VTRBWR. Each detection cycle (i.e., the weak WR
(c) Operating the array and TRBs at the higher of cycle where the TRBWR cell detects the presence of a
VTRBRD and VTRBWR
dynamic event) is followed by three extra (or setup)
Operating Array VMIN = Max(VTRBRD, VTRBWR) -- [2]
cycles when the opposite data is strongly written (at
The TRB provides a monitor which shows if an access
1.E+00
error has occurred in the memory under a dynamic
event. This monitor in conjunction with a system level
Static
1.E-01
recovery technique can ensure correct functionality
GB
even under such events. These techniques include, but
1.E-02
are not limited to (1) replaying the instruction at the
same CLK frequency, or (2) replaying at slower (e.g.,
1.E-03
half) CLK frequency. Care needs to be ensured that at
RD - No Droop
valid data is never lost in the process of a WR failure
RD - 13% Droop
9.5%
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in the array. This can be done by providing an adequate
WR - No Droop
10.2%
data buffer or retaining a golden copy of the data in the
WR - 13% Droop
1.E-05
main memory. The circuit implementation of the TRBs
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
is shown in Fig. 6 and 7.
The schematic diagram of the TRBRD is shown in Fig.
Vcc [Normalized]
6. It includes (a) a timing error detection circuit for Fig 8. Measured number of single bit failures in the 16KB array
RD-“1” and (b) a noise detector for RD-“0”. The with and without VCC droop (ADROOP=13%). A 9.5% static guardtiming error detector comprises of (1) an accessed 8T band (GB) is required [14].
bit cell (storing a “1”), whose word-line (RDWL) is
weakly turned on using a tuning circuit, and (2) 7
unaccessed cells (storing “0”) on a common RDBL
whose RDWLs are connected to VSS. When a VCC
droop occurs, the RD port of the accessed cell is
weakened and it fails to sufficiently discharge the local
BL in the given cycle time which leads to a timing(a)
(b)
(c)
induced RD failure. Similarly, the noise detector
comprises of (1) an accessed cell (storing a “0”) whose
Fig. 9. Demonstration of resilient microprocessor while executing
the edgedetect benchmark at an FCLK of 1.5GHz and a VCC of 1.0V.
RDWL is fully ON and (2) 7 unaccessed cells (storing
(a) Input bitmap image. (b) Correct output of edge-detected image
“1”) on a common RDBL whose RDWL is weakly
with resilient circuits enabled. (c) Output of edge-detected image
turned on by the tuning circuit. In the event of a VCC
when resilient circuits are disabled during processing [11].
overshoot, the RD ports of the unaccessed cells
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half the frequency) and WR drivers are properly setup
(Fig. 7). Consequently, each TRBWR cell provides
data every four cycles. Hence four TRBWR cells work
in unison in a time-interleaved fashion, such that the
TRBWR generates an Error/Pass signal at the end of
each CLK cycle. The weak WRBL voltage is provided
by a scan programmable tuning circuit, similar in
design to the tuning circuit of the TRBRD cell. The
resolution of the tuning circuit depends on the
granularity of the delay elements and the transistor
based voltage generator network. This is further
aggravated under die-to-die and within-die variations.
In experimental setup, we have noted a minimum
resolution of 20mV as repeatable and consistent across
several dies. Fig. 8 illustrates how the number of single
bit failures (SBF) can be lowered by emplying
resiliency and adaptation in cache arrays.
The use of adaptation and resiliency in logic and
memory results in mitigation of a major portion of the
design guardband. Once a timing error has been
detected through either the EDS or TRC technique for
the core or the TRB technique in the cache, error
correction must be performed. Error correction in the
core must ensure that (1) the offending instruction,
which contains erroneous data, does not commit this
result to memory or change the state of the system, and
(2) the erroneous instruction and all following
instructions must be repeated until an error-free result
is obtained. In a microprocessor this can be achieved
in a similar way as a branch misprediction: the pipeline
is flushed and instruction replay begins from the
offending instruction. To ensure correct execution, it
Discrete time
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A/D
Converter

IV. Adaptation in Embedded Power Management
Just as error avoidance (by adaptation) and error
detection and correction are design principles geared
towards improving the system energy efficiency,
adaptive designs in embedded power management can
also provide efficient voltage regulation under a wide
dynamic range of operation. Here we provide such a
design choice in digital low dropout regulators. A
digital linear regulator [16, 17] and the corresponding
linearized control model are shown in Fig. 10. In this
design a comparator compares the regulated output
voltage (VOUT) with the reference voltage. Depending
on whether VOUT is more or less than the reference,
power MOSFETS are either turned on or turned off till
regulation is achieved. From the control model of such a
regulator, as has been described in [17], it is noted that
the sampling clock frequency determines the location of
the closed loop system poles. This is illustrated in Fig.
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is also possible to reduce the clock frequency during
instruction replay. Error Correction in the cache would
also include replaying the instruction and ensuring that
an errant WB does not corrupt the correct data.
Adaptation and resiliency features allow a
microprocessor to operate in conditions which would
otherwise be impossible. Fig. 9 illustrates resilient and
adaptive design in a microprocessor and how resiliency
allows correct processing.
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Fig. 11: SPICE simulations showing the change of loop
behavior as the load condition changes from 3.5mA to 350uA
at iso- sampling frequency in response to a step load.
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Fig. 10. (a) Circuit schematic and (b) Control model of a digital
linear regulator.
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Fig. 12. Power efficiency of the adaptive controller illustrating that
a severe loss of efficiency at lighter load conditions can be
compensated for by employing adaptive loop control. The
FSAMPLING corresponding to 50uA, 500uA and 5mA load currents
are FLOW, FNOMINAL (=3X FLOW) and FHIGH (=3X FNOMINAL). The
case of “no adaptation” illustrates the design for worst case load.
The theoretical maximum for power efficiency is 70% (V OUT=0.7V
and VDD=1V).

11 where with iso-sampling frequency, as the load
current changes, the system moves from an overdamped
to an unstable or oscillatory step response. This
necessitates the use of adaptation in the control loop of
the regulator to achieve a stable and consistent step
response. This is achieved in [17] by sensing the
location of the output pole (due to the load resistor) and
adjusting the sampling frequency accordingly. It can be
also shown that the resultant design mitigates a part of
the design guardband that exists in case of light load
conditions. Hence, the overall design improves the
energy efficiency by as much as 50% as shown in Fig.
12.
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V. Conclusions
This article provides an overview of adaptation and
resiliency as design parameters in energy efficient
systems. By allowing embedded sensor based
adaptation in logic, memory and embedded voltage
regulators, we can mitigate a part of the design
guardband enabling lower operating power across a
wide dynamic range.
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